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Language - Not the Only Barrier
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Three major instructional needs were identφ ed when an ELT (English La nguage
Training) program in Malaysia made the transition from a traditional, teacherdirected, skills-separate curricular model to a more learner-directed, contentbased, and integrated skills mode l. ELT instructors found that they needed to build
student awareness now that students were being asked to pel戶 rm within a different
educational system. Students also needed help in developing organizational
frameworks that would allow more successful participation within their EAP
(English 戶 r Academic Purpos叫 classes. The third major instructional need was
的 encourage more active, sophisticated learners who could not only learn and
recall information effectively but also show evidence oftheir abilities to synthesize ,
expand upon , or solve problems with that i吶 rmation.
Following a brief overview of the instructional context, the paper focuses on
each of the instructional needs , with accompanying discussion of succes珈 l
teacher strategies and classroom techniques which helped students make successful transitions ω more self-directed learning

Introduction
Recent discussions and suggestions regarding “ informed" approaches to
language learning (e.g. , Brown , 1994) stress students' active participation
in their own learning processes , self-directed learning , and utilization of the
teacher as only one of many resources available for learning. However ,
there is little accompanying discussion of the need to overtly discuss
teacher/l earner perceptions of roles , responsibilities , and expectations
within this more learner-centered classroom. Techniques t。“teach the
model" are rarely discussed , making it appear that students are expected to
effortlessly make the transition from traditional , teacher-directed classroom
cultures to more learner-directed models.
It is my experience that many Asian language learners who are enrolled
in pre-university or university coursework experience undue stress when

